His bundle recordings in a case of complete atrioventricular block combined with pre-excitation syndrome.
In a patient with complete A-V block suffering from attacks of dizziness an intermittent A-V conduction with a short P-R interval and a delta wave of the conducted ventricular complex were observed. After accelerating the sinus rate by atropine and by exercise, one-to-one conduction was established with QRS complexes of WPW type A configuration. His bundle recordings revealed a complete block within the normal conduction system at the level of the A-V node. A slow junctional rhythm with a normal H-V interval was activating the ventricle. During atrial pacing a one-to-one conduction through an accessory pathway could be documented at cycle lengths between 800 and 380 msec. sandwiched in between zones of complete block at smaller or longer cycle lengths. During ventricular stimulation no retrograde V-A conduction could be observed. The findings support the thesis of at least two functionally different A-V pathways in patients with pre-excitation syndrome.